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You want results - and fast...

Our digital capabilities are as diverse as

You want to take your concept, your identity or promotion and know that the image

the environment your business operates in.

you've worked so hard to develop will be visually strengthened - and turned into

Chances are we can provide you with the

reality. And you know that the only one you trust this with is a graphics professional

custom markings you need - with flexibility,

with standards as high as yours. Our company has the expertise to ask the right

precision and speed.

questions and understand your individual needs. Our state-of-the-art GERBER
EDGE® digital printing equipment and highly trained staff will provide results sure
to meet - or exceed - your expectations.
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Industrial Labels

Holographic

Industrial labels using UL®

Extra Tough Graphics

Holographic films are one of
the latest trends in labels and

recognized materials and

Labels and decals are

often require sub-surface

decals.

components are always just a

Outdoor Durable

Equipment and machinery

outdoor durable for years

labels, nameplates and

without special coatings or

overlays made of extra-tough

call away.

laminates. Even if you do

Lexan® polycarbonate

have unique requirements including frequent abrasion or

materials. Available in 3

chemical contact - we can

finishes and performance

meet your needs.

levels.

Safety and Warning
Label Stock

Safety and warning labels,
signs and decals aren't just

Special polyester label stocks
are available for general
purpose and even hightemperature label
applications.

Promotions

smart - they're required!

Thousands of Colors

Need Decals? You've got it!

Whether it identifies hazardous

Whether it's a standard color
or a specified PANTONE ®

Select from static cling to

cargo or provides proper usage

magnetics or films with

instructions, we can produce it.

Color simulation - we can

removable or permanent

probably match it better than

adhesives. Nearly any shape,
size or color - ideal for

Security Labels
Ask about our Security Label

Serialized Labels
Serialized labels, tags and
decals in just about any
numbering scheme you may
have can be printed and cut

Stock with the "VOID"

promotions, events or

anyone. Thousands of colors
- including vivid spot colors,
pastels or metallic finishes.

identification.

adhesive system. It's the ideal

Color Matching

way to prevent unauthorized
transfer of labels, permits and
certificates.

Custom Labels
Custom package labels personalized for your valued

to size. No project is too big

clients.

or small.

Our Pledge to You.
We understand that our primary mission for gaining and keeping your graphics business is to
produce graphics that generate results and meet your objectives. And because we're as
committed to producing quality graphics as we are committed to delivering them on time, we
exclusively use the printing materials and components certified and technically supported by the
manufacturer of our printing system - Gerber Scientific Products. These EDGE READY ™ and

Color Matching.
Our GerberColor Spectratone™ matching guide allows us to create thousands of colors in
addition to our standard range. Sure - we can do four-color process printing - but our spot color
printing expertise sets us apart. If you need a specific color and "close enough" isn't "good
enough", call on us. Red-hot reds, vivid blues, cool greens and color blends - even soft pastels
or special metallic finishes - we have the tools to get it done!

IMAGE READY ™ products are tested and proven for quality, durability and performance. It's just
one of the many things we'll do to meet your needs today and secure your business in the future.

Lexan is a registered trademark of GE
UL is a registered trademark of Underwriters Laboratories
PANTONE® and other Pantone, Inc. trademarks are the property of Pantone, Inc.

Red-hot reds, vivid blues, cool
greens and color blends - even
soft pastels or special metallic
finishes.

